The atomic force microscope is broadly used to study the morphology of cells 1 -5 but it can also probe the mechanics of cells. It is now known that cancerous cells may have different mechanical properties than normal cells 6 -8 but the reasons for these differences are poorly understood 9 . Here we report quantitatively the differences between normal and cancerous human cervical epithelial cells by considering the brush layer on the cell surface. These brush layers, which consist mostly of microvilli, microridges, and cilia are important for interacting with the environment. Deformation force curves obtained from cells in vitro are processed according to the 'brush on soft cell model 10 . We found that normal cells have brushes with one length while cancerous cells displayed long and short brushes with significantly different densities. The observed differences suggest that brush layers should be taken into account when characterizing the cell surface by mechanical means.
advantages of these probes). In addition, it is also important to consider the presence of brush-type structures on the cell surface such as molecules that are grafted on the cell membrane and membrane corrugations like microvilli and microridges. Here we show quantitatively the differences between the brush layers on the surfaces of normal and cancerous human cervical epithelial cells.
While expected, the difference in surface of cancerous and normal cells has still a lot of unknowns. For example, a difference in cilia on the surface of cancerous and normal cells has been found just recently 17 . Cilia that protrude from the apical/lumenal surface of polarized cells, act as a sensor of environmental cues. Similarly, microvilli are important for the cells to interact with the environment. Molecular entropic brushes are known to surround neurofilaments to maintain interfilament spacing 2 , 18 . Furthermore, molecular brushes on living cells, composed of the glycocalyx layer and the pericellular molecular coating 19 , 20 are known to be responsible for cell-cell interaction, cell migration, differentiation, and proliferation 21 , 22 . The size of the pericellular coating was shown 20 , 23 to correlate with the degree of invasiveness of cancer (although it's still not clear whether the brush size or molecular composition, or maybe both, play the major role). Therefore, our reported difference in the brush layers may have a large biological significance.
Collected curves of the displacement of the AFM cantilever versus vertical position of the scanner (raw force data) are shown in Fig. 1 . As expected 14 , cancerous cells show higher variability of force behaviour. However, one can see no clear difference between the curves collected on normal and cancerous cells.
As we observed with confocal and electron microscopy (see below), both cancerous and normal cells do show the clear presence of a brush. Thus, we should use a brush-on-softsurface model described in 10 to process the collected force curves. Having processed the data shown in Fig. 1 (see the Supplementary Materials for detail), one obtains both the Young's modulus of the cell body, Fig. 2a,b , and the long-range repulsive force associated with the brush, Fig. 2c . Interestingly, the difference in rigidity between normal and cancerous cells is not statistically significant. In contrast with the raw force curves in Fig. 1 , the forces associated with the brush show a clear difference between cancerous and normal cells. It is quite intriguing to note that the variability of the force curves corresponding to the brush layer is rather small and about the same for both cancerous and normal cells. The cancer variability seen in the raw force curves seems to be entirely accumulated in the values of the Young's moduli of the cell body.
One can easily recognize a rather explicit exponential behaviour of the force dependence of the brush 10 , 24 (straight line in the logarithmic scale used in Fig. 2c ). There is one more intriguing feature that one can see in Fig. 2c . Almost all cancerous force dependences demonstrate straight lines with two slopes (highlighted by a circle in Fig. 2c ).
In the case of one-slope force dependence for normal cells, the force between a spherical AFM probe of radius R and the brush grafted can be described by the following equation 25 (1) where L is the equilibrium thickness of the brush layer, N is the effective surface density of the brush constituents (grafting density), and T is the temperature of the medium. Eq. (1) is a good description of a brush for 0.1 < h/L < 0.8 .
To describe the force dependences of cancerous cells, in particular, the feature circled in Fig.  2c , we assume that the probe-cell force is created by two brushes with different lengths described as follows: (2) Here, the indexes of N and L correspond to the first and second brushes. Eq. (2) is definitely an approximation. It is out of applicability if the distance h is between the lengths L 1 and L 2 , as well as greater than the larger L. However, the exponential functions vanish quickly, leaving rather small corrections. Similar approximation was already used previously 26 . Secondly, the forces we are fitting are the values averaged over the surface of each cell. Therefore, the grafting densities N 1 and N 2 should be treated as a sort of average density. (1) and (2), respectively. One can see a rather good fit. For normal cells, the force drops to zero more rapidly than predicted by eq. (1) for h > L, which is expected for a brush. In contrast, the cancerous cell forces lie above the fitting line for large h. This indicates that cancerous cells demonstrate even a weak third brush (can be seen in SEM images, SI Fig.  7 ). However, it is too close to the limit of AFM sensitivity to make quantitative conclusions.
The results of processing the force data for both normal and cancerous cells through eqs. (1) and (2) are compiled in SI Tables 1 and 2 , and presented as histograms in Fig. 4 (top) . One can see a clear difference between normal and cancerous cell brushes. While normal cells have a single-length brush, cancerous cells have double-length brush; the long length is about the size of normal cell brush (there is no statistically significant difference) but the shorter length is approximately 5 times smaller (the difference is statistically significant). The grafting density of the long brush is almost one half that of normal cells, but the short brush is 2 times denser than the brush of normal cells. All graphing densities are statistically different. For illustration, Fig. 4 (bottom) shows a graphical sketch of the brushes having the derived parameters.
To understand the nature of the detected brushes, optical (fluorescent confocal) and electron (SEM and TEM) microscopy were used, Fig. 5 . The sizes of the observed surface corrugations, microvilli and microridges are comparable with the large brush lengths derived from the AFM data. SEM images, Fig. 5a , show higher variability of brush sizes and a longer brush of cancerous cells as compared to normal cells. The longer brush of normal cells appears quite dense on the SEM images, and can be seen as a brush of appropriate size only in confocal and TEM-type images, Fig. 5b ,c. The smaller dense brush derived from the AFM data is seen on the TEM-type images, Fig. 5c . It consists of shorter microvilli and microridges (see also SI Figs.5,6 ).
Comparing Fig. 5 with the graphical sketch of Fig. 4 (bottom), one should remember that Fig. 4 shows average brush parameters. Therefore, the graphics are smoother than the actual cell. Secondly, the graphing density of the "molecules", being an effective parameter, is not necessarily directly related to the number of membrane protrusions per unit area. To find such relation, a new model will be developed. This also illustrates the difference in the type of data collected by the AFM versus other microscopy.
Our study shows a quantitative difference between cancerous and normal human cervical epithelial cells found in vitro with an AFM method. The standard AFM procedure of processing the collected force data (treating cells as homogeneous medium) did not show a noticeable difference between these two kinds of cells. However, when processing with a more realistic brush-on-soft-surface model, one can see an unambiguous difference. Although some difference between cancerous and normal cells can be seen using other microscopy techniques (see supporting information for representative sets of SEM and TEM-type images), it is rather difficult to describe this difference unambiguously and quantitatively. In order to get the amount of data about the brush similar to the obtained here with the AFM, one would need to do TEM tomography of each cell and calculate the brush length. Even that would not be directly comparable to the AFM data because AFM measures mechanical response, not just geometry. Adding the fact that AFM works with viable cells, which decreases the amount of work needed for sample preparation and eliminates artifacts, one can conclude that AFM is a unique technique to study the cell surface. Thus, the observed difference herein may suggest a new dimension in consideration of cancerous cells, and their characterization by means of forces and mechanical parameters. This may lead to a new way of looking at cancer, and its possible detection.
Materials and Methods

Cell cultures
We used primary cultures of human cervical epithelial cells prepared from tissues collected from transformation zone of cervix from three cancer patients and three healthy individuals. The cell isolation was performed by a two-stage enzymatic digestion using dispase to remove the epithelium and then trypsin to disperse the individual epithelial cell 27 . Normal and cancerous cell cultures were maintained in keratinocyte serum free medium (KSFM, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) under the same experimental conditions. KSF-M is a well defined and widely used medium for growth of epithelial cells. The epithelial cells adhered tightly to the bottom of the plastic dish, and the 60mm cell culture dishes were mounted on the chuck of the AFM with a double sticky tape. Cells were grown to approximately 10% of confluency before using them for scanning (to avoid induction of squamous differentiation of normal cells). All scanning and measurements related to rigidity were performed on proliferating viable cells maintained to room temperature in Hank's balanced salt solution (HBSS) within 2-3 hours after removal of growth medium.
Atomic force microscopy
A Nanoscope Dimension 3100 (Digital Instruments/Veeco, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) atomic force microscope (AFM) was used in the present study. A standard cantilever holder for operation in liquids was employed. To collect sufficient statistics, the force-volume mode of operation was utilized. For details, see Methods in SI Text.
Dye staining of glycoconjugates of the pericellular brushes
We used the cationic dye Alcian blue (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) to study glycoconjugates of the pericellular brushes of normal and cancerous cells. Using the critical electrolyte concentration method 28 , one can also distinguish weakly and strongly charged proteoglycan groups in the cell glycocalix 29 . For details, see Methods in SI Text.
Confocal Microscopy
A confocal microscope (Nikon C1, 10mW 488nm and 514 nm argon laser, 100x 1.4 NA CFI VC oil immersed objective) was used. The cells were attached to a LabTek slide (cell suspension in growth medium was placed to the slide for a couple of days). To visualize the cell and cytoplasmic membrane corrugations, 20 μL of 5% ethanol aqueous solution of Nile Red fluorescent dye was added to 1mL of buffer. Within 15 minutes after placing the cells in this buffer, viable cells were imaged directly in that buffer.
Electron Microscopy
Cells were fixed with Karnovsky'sfixative at 4°C for 2 days, post-stained with 1%osmium tetroxide, further stained with 0.67% aqueous ruthenium tetroxide. SEM imaging was done on freeze-dried samples. For TEM-type of imaging, cells were further dehydrated with absolute ethanol and embedded in Spurr epoxy (firm formulation). Thinsections (20-50nm) were viewed using electron back-scattering SEM mode. FEI Phenom SEM was used in this study.
Data analysis
The data have been fitted to the analytical expression using the Levenberg-Marquardt and Simplex algorithms. The error of the fit is one standard deviation. When calculating "errorbars" for average values, individual standard deviations are discarded as small, and RMS value of mean values is calculated. So, the "error-bars" for average values should be called "variability bar". Statistically significant difference was defined using t-test statistics at p<0.05 level.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. . Data from two cells were discarded because they deviated too far from the others. This is not unusual because some cells may be dead, damaged or in mitosis, which can change the mechanical characteristics of the cell 9 , 30 . 
